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“America’s legacy cities were once the great economic
engines of this country. The right mixture of new
forms and directions, fueled by powerful assets and an
historic can-do culture of achievement, can provide the
springboard for a new era of prosperity for these cities.”
Regenerating America’s Legacy Cities, Greater Ohio Policy Center

Letter to the Community
For more than 15 years, Premier Health and the City of Dayton have worked together to invest in
Northwest Dayton neighborhoods through the Phoenix Project, forging and enhancing partnerships
that have resulted in significant community assets. These community assets include Fairview
Elementary School, Dayton Metro Library - Northwest Branch, new housing, and more.
The very difficult decision by Premier Health to close Good Samaritan Hospital has been painful for
all involved. Good Samaritan was a long-time Dayton institution, and its closing felt like yet another
loss to a community that has already endured a great deal. Since that time, we have been working to
identify the best ways for the community to move forward and to further build upon the gains that
have been achieved thus far through the Phoenix Project.
Given our history of engaging with the community, we launched a planning process that provided
multiple opportunities for input from leaders in the community, neighbors and others who wanted
to participate. Premier Health hired Planning NEXT, a nationally known community planning firm
based in Columbus, Ohio, to facilitate the creation of a strategic investment plan for the Phoenix
neighborhoods and re-use strategy for the 13-acre former hospital campus. They were assisted by
CityWide and key City of Dayton stakeholders to guide the next wave of planning and investment in
this historic area of our City.
A special community advisory committee was created to work through the community process
and ensure a deep reach into the community. This goal was accomplished through individual
conversations, small group meetings, and larger community sessions. More than 500 people
actively participated in the planning effort to develop a new vision for the former Good Samaritan
Hospital site and surrounding neighborhoods.
Through some difficult conversations, we found common ground around issues that matter a great
deal to those who live and work in this community. The community made clear that new uses on the
site should focus on building from our strengths, attracting new investment, promoting well-being,
and creating new possibilities for the next generation.
Making the Vision a reality will not be easy, quick or certain. It will require ongoing, bold leadership
from our organizations and from the community. The City and Premier Health are committed to
sustaining a partnership that results in positive redevelopment in Northwest Dayton. Our first step
is to create a nonprofit organization called Phoenix Next Dayton that will guide the redevelopment
effort. Together, our two organizations have formally committed $30 million to this effort over the
next 10 years. These resources will be leveraged to attract even greater investment to Northwest
Dayton going forward.
We are grateful for the involvement of all who have helped shape the Vision and look forward to our
continued partnership on behalf of Northwest Dayton residents.

Mary Boosalis
President & CEO
Premier Health

Nan Whaley
Mayor
City of Dayton

Purpose
For over 15 years, the City of Dayton, Premier Health, CityWide Development
and others worked together in the neighborhoods surrounding the 13-acre
former Good Samaritan Hospital site in Northwest Dayton. The work, known
as the Phoenix Project, included investments of more than $20 million that
leveraged an additional $45 million. A new initiative named Phoenix Next was
launched in early 2018 to create Vision for re-use of the 13-acre former Good
Samaritan Hospital site and investment in the Phoenix Area neighborhoods
("the neighborhoods"). The purpose was to inspire change that is contextually
sensitive, achieves key desired outcomes, is supported by the community and is
implemented incrementally over time.
A Snapshot of Past Success
One of the great strengths of Phoenix Next is that it builds upon the
previous work of the Phoenix Project. The Phoenix Project helped to build
pride in the area and gives confidence to both the community and outside
investors that positive development is possible. Highlights of that work
include the following:
» Support for major community assets, including Five Rivers Health
Center, the Dayton Metro Library Northwest Branch and the Salem
Avenue Gateway Expansion;
» Programs to strengthen housing options, including thirty-three new
homes;
» Construction of Fairview Commons, an urban education/recreation
campus;
» Support to over 45 homeowners with Phoenix Home Improvement
Loans, down payment assistance for 17 new homeowners, and
home repair for 15 low income seniors through an early partnership
with Rebuilding Together Dayton; and
» Services and programs important to residents including community
policing, summer youth programs and an annual small grants
program known as the Phoenix Project Fund. (Over 100 small
resident led projects occurred during the last fifteen years.)
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Desired Outcomes
Proposed recommendations for Phoenix Next include specific policies, projects and programs
that advance desired outcomes. Following are the seven outcomes that emerged as top
priorities, as well as other desired outcomes that were identified. Each desired outcome has
shaped the formation of recommendations and drives the implementation strategy, which is
focused on sustaining momentum from the planning process, pursuing private development,
being opportunistic as conditions evolve, leveraging resources for additional investment and
maintaining a steady commitment to fostering step-by-step change over time.

Priority Outcomes
» Drives economic vitality
» Creates jobs
» Enhances image of the area
» Leverages investment
» Promotes healthy living
» Catalyzes other positive activity

Other
» Improves livability
» Provides amenities
» Draws people from outside
areas
» Excites the community
» Improves safety
» Advances educational success

The planning area for Phoenix Next is within an approximately 1/2-mile radius of
the 13-acre site. Fundamental to the project however, is the idea that the area both
influences and is influenced by the broader context.

» Supports the well-being of
youth
» Serves the diverse
demographics of the
neighborhoods
» Provides an attractive
environment
» Attracts and sustains new/
young people
» Promotes environmental
sustainability
Re-use and Investment Vision, Phoenix Next
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Key Recommendations
Through the planning process, two over-arching themes and 30
recommendations have emerged. Some recommendations will be the
focus of staff resources and funding allocation from Phoenix Next. They are
supplemented by additional recommendations that are not recommended
for Phoenix Next funding but will help site redevelopment and complement
other investments in the surrounding neighborhoods. Phoenix Next funding
will need to be leveraged to attract additional funding from grants and
private investment.

Over-arching Themes
Two key themes have emerged that guide the recommendations.

Promoting Health and Wellness

Advancing Next Generation Learning

Residents of the Phoenix Area neighborhoods
expressed a desire to see new development that
embraces concepts of health and wellness in design
and intent. Community conversations reinforced
uses and development that get up stream on health
issues through deliberate connections to services
and incorporating wellness uses on the site.

Strong schools are an important ingredient to a
healthy neighborhood. Phoenix Next emphasizes
the importance of game changing partners to
transform Fairview PreK-6 School into a school
of choice. At the same time, new uses at the site
should be encouraged to support education at all
levels and to provide connections to the workforce.

Four Sets of Recommendations
Four sets of recommendations have been created for Phoenix Next. They include:

A. On Site

B. Surrounding
Neighborhoods

C. Beyond the
Planning Area

D. Programs

13
acres
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A. On Site

Recommendations for the 13-acre site
convey a vision for future development that
will be realized over time. They encourage mixeduse development that specifically advances desired
objectives and is compatible with the surrounding
context. Recommendations include:
» Promoting desirable uses such as marketrate housing, employment-generating uses,
permitted medical and wellness, educational,
civic / nonprofit and neighborhood-oriented
retail (p. 29-31);
acres

» Encouraging interim investments in order to help
build momentum for incremental redevelopment
(p. 32); and
» Advancing site development that is informed
by two mixed-use re-use concepts (focused on
housing and employment, respectively) to inform
potential new development, which is anticipated
to take place in phases over a period of at least
ten years (p. 33-37).

C. Beyond the Planning Area
Recommendations for beyond the planning
area recognize that the broader context
of Northwest Dayton and the City as a whole will
influence the future of the site and surrounding
neighborhoods. Recommendations include:
» Building off of the momentum of other areas
in the City by creating stronger connections to
downtown (p. 44), the Gem City Market (p. 44)
and other positive development;
» Supporting positive momentum along the
Salem Avenue corridor by working with the
Salem Avenue Peace Corridor and Salem Avenue
Business Association (p. 45), capitalizing on
roadway improvements (p. 45) and promoting
strategic demolition (p. 46); and
» Advocating for transportation and mobility
improvements to address access to resources
and services by coordinating with research and
studies (p. 46) and coordinating information
sharing about point-to-point service (p. 46).
Re-use and Investment Vision, Phoenix Next

B. Surrounding Neighborhoods
Recommendations for the surrounding
neighborhoods focus on an approximately
½-mile radius around the 13-acre site. They are
centered around finding ways to capitalize on work
that is already underway and to tap into the best
thinking about strengthening the neighborhoods.
Recommendations include:
» Supporting improvements to the physical
condition of blocks around the 13-acre site and
other key locations through homeownership
and neighborhood stabilization support
programming (p. 39-40), conducting walking
audits (p. 40), encouraging first floor retail at
targeted locations (p. 41), undertaking selected
demolition (p. 41), bringing new amenities to the
area (p. 41) and reducing vacancy (p. 42);
» Leveraging other sites for their development
potential (p. 41-43); and
» Celebrating the area's unique history by
researching National Register Districts (p. 43)
and developing a branding strategy (p. 43).

D. Programs
Recommendations for programs aim to build
off of, complement and share information
about the work of existing organizations in the area
to foster conditions for successful development
while not duplicating efforts. Recommendations
include:
» Helping to create stability in a time of transition
by maintaining commitments to propertyrelated programs during an interim period (p.
47) and continuing community policing on an
interim basis (p. 47);
» Advancing next generation learning by providing
life coaching at Fairview PreK-6th school (p. 48),
creating a community impact center (p. 48), and
exploring a next generation learning project
that would identify and engage game-changing
partners (p. 48-49); and
» Promoting health and wellness by creating a
wellness center (p. 49).
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Process
The planning process for Phoenix Next was open and inviting to everyone
who cares about the future of the site and surrounding neighborhoods.
This began with supplementing the existing governance structure
(Board, Investment Committee and Advisory Group) to include additional
community representatives. In addition, there was a multifaceted effort to
provide a range of meaningful opportunities for the public to contribute.
Public Process Highlights
Highlights of the public process include the following:
» Meetings of the Board, Investment Committee and Advisory
Committee: The Board was the decision making body for Phoenix
Next, the Investment Committee synthesized process and
substance, and the Advisory Group provided deeper community
involvement. A total of 16 meetings were convened.
» Targeted interviews: Over 200 people were interviewed, including
over 100 community leaders and 100 low-income individuals who
were specifically identified and engaged after the first round of
public engagement.
» Broad engagement through workshops and online surveys: In
addition to the interviews and committee meetings, approximately
650 members of the public shared their ideas through highly
interactive public workshops and online surveys.
» Media outreach: There was significant, proactive outreach to the
media throughout the process and many other efforts to make sure
people knew about opportunities to participate.
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Funding
The City of Dayton and Premier Health remain committed to the work
of stabilizing and revitalizing the northwest area of Dayton, particularly
the site where the former Good Samaritan Hospital was located. The
partners will form a new non-profit corporation, Phoenix Next Dayton
and governance board, to direct development and implement the Phoenix
Next Vision plan.
Over a ten-year period, Premier Health will provide $15.0 million as a
contribution in support of future Phoenix Board approved activities
which will be matched by $15.0 million from the City of Dayton through
traditional public fund sources. In addition to this $30.0 million
commitment, the partners will work to leverage their investments to
bring State, Federal and private philanthropy dollars to redevelopment
efforts.
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